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In this paper we present properties of a norm-attaining operator on a Hilbert space and there

implications. We show that if T has norm attaining vector then II(~akTk )Xll = ~ ak IITlr where the

scalars are nonnegative numbers. Thus T satisfies a generalized Daugavet condition.
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INTRODUCTION

In. this article we extend results obtained by C.S Un on
properties of an operator whose norm is an Eigen value.
It is noteworthy that each compact operator on a Hilbert
space (Halmos, 1794) has a norm-attaining vector (Shilov,
i805). Thus these properties are characteristics of
compact operators. We will denote operators on a Hilbert
space by capital letters. The numerical range of an
operator T is the convex set of complex numbers defined

by W(T)={(Tx,x):llxll=l,xEH}. We shall denote

by T' the ad joint of T. We say that T satisfy the

Daugavet (1963) equation if III + T// = 1+ liT II
A unit vector x in H is a norm attaining vector for T
if liT II= IITxll. Un (2002) wrote a paper on a bounded
operator on a Hilbert space whose norm is an eigenvalue
and established the foliowingtheorem namely that

THEORY

Theorem 1

Let x be a unit vector in H. Then the following are
equivalent.

1. IITII is an eigenvalue of T, that is, Tx ="IITlix.
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2. l+IITIl =11(1 + T)xll·
3. IITII is an eigenvalue of T and T,= Ilhllx
i.e Tx -=IITlix and Tx = IITxllx.
4: IITII is in the numerical range of T that is.

IITII = (Tx, x) .
5. x is a complete vector for T,that is,

/lTIl = (Tx, x) = IITxll
6. 2 IITII is an eigen-value of T + T' .that is

(T +T*)x = 211Tllx.
7. [r] and IITII2

are _eig~n-values of T and TOT ,

respectively, with resp~ct to x ,that is, Tx=II~1X and'

T-Tx = IITII2 x .
8. (1 + IITII) liT II is an eigen- value of

(l + T*)T ,i.e. (l + T·)Tx = (1+ IITII) liT IIx .
9. IITII is a normal eigenvalue tor T,1.8;Tx = IITII x = T' x .
10. x is a complete' vector for T and T' ,

i:e. Tx= tTx, x) = liTxII = IIT'xll·
tt . x is a complete vector tor T and



T'T ,i.e·IITII = it».x) = liTxii and liT II" = IITxl1
2= IIT'hll

12. 1+ IITII+ liT III = 11(1 + T + T"T)xll·
Now we make a natural extension of part 2 of theorem 1
as follows

Lemma 2

Let x be an operator on a Hilbert space H and x be a unit
vector in H. Then the following statements are equivalent;

(i) X is an eigenvector of T with eigenvalue liT II ' that

is, Tx = IITllx.
(ii) For any sequence a1' ••• , an of positive numbers

Proof. (i) -7 (ii) If IITII is an eigenvalue of T then it
follows that

II(~«:Tk )Xll

ta, liT Ilkx =tak IITlt IIxll =tak IITllk
k=O k=O k=O

(ii)-7(i) Now set ak=O,a[=l,k:;tl to

obtain IITxl1= IITII·

Also from au = al = 1,a, = 0, k >- I

obtain 1+ IITII = 11(1 +r»].
Hence 11(1 + T)x1l2 = (l + IITII/ .

Consequently 11(1+ T)x11
2= ((1 + T)x, (1 + T)x)

= (x, x) + (Tx, x) + (x, Tx) + (Tx, Tx)

= 1+ tTx, x) + (x, h) + IITW = 1+ 211TII+ IITI1
2

This leads to the result (T).;, x) + (x,Tx) = 211TII.To show

that IITII is an eigenvalue of T we consider the following
expansion.

IITx-IITllxI12 = (Tx-IITllx,Tx-IITllx)

= (Tx, Tx) -IITII (Tx, x) -IITII (x, Tx) + IITI1
2(x, x)

= IITI12-IITII[ (Tx, x)+ (x,T'/[)] + IITII
2

= IITII
2
-IITII(2I1TII)+IITII

=0

Hence Tx -IITII x = ° ¢:} Tx = IITIIx and so liT II is an
eigenvalue of T.

In the same article Lin proved the theorem below which
enumerates the properties of an operator a with norm
attaining vector

Theorem 3

If T is an operator on a Hilbert space H and x is norm one
vector in H then the following are equivalent statements;
any of the statements in theorem 1

Proof

It follows immediately from lemma 1
j

In the same article Un proved the following

Theorem 4
we

Let x be a unit vector. Then the following are equivalent.

1. x is a norm attaining vector for T that is, IITII= IITxll·

2. IITI12is an eigenvalue for T i.e. T-T'/[ = IITII2 X .

3. 1+ IITII2 = 11(1 + T*T)xll·
4. x is a complete vector



TOT ,i.e.IITI12 = IICT°T)xll = IITxl12

5. IITII" is an eiqenvalue for T*T ,and

TOr. = II(T*T)xll x ,i.e. T"Tx = IITII2 x and

T*Tx = II(T*nxll x .
6. IITII2

is in the numerical range of

T*T ,i.e.[r112 = «T*nx, x) .
7. 1+ IITII2 +IITf = III+ T + T*T +(T*T)211·

8. IITf and IITt are eigenvalues for T*T and

(T*T/ ,respectively with respect to x, that

But we have that IIT'TII = IITII2
• Hence we obtain the

result.

Theorem 6

Let T be an operator on a Hilbert space H and x be a unit
vector then the following are equivalent statements;
Any statement in theorem 6

For any a1 ' ••• , an positive numbers

is, T*Tx = IITII2 x and (T"n2 x = IITII4 x. n 2k J~.n . k J
9. Lak IITII = Lak(T T) x

1+ 11(1 + T + TOTII= 1+ liT II+ IITI12 + IITI12
= 11(1 + T + TOTII= 1~JI + T + T* Ilrj~T + T*TII = I(1 +T + T*T)xll

II 112 II II~ •• Proof(1+ T ) T - is an eigenvalue of (l + T nT T , that is,

(I + T*T)T*T X= (1+IITI12)IITI12 x. The result follows from lemma
The following corollary which shows that if liT II is an
eigenvalue of T with respect to x, then x is a norm
attaining vector for T and satisfies the Daugavet property
that is,

1Q. x is a complete vector for TOT and
(T*T/ that

IITI12
= IITxl12

= IIT*Txll and IITI14= IIT*TxIl2 = IlcT*T)2 xii.
We now prove a general result to the above in the
following lemma

LemmaS

Let T be an operator on a Hilbert space H and let x be a
unit vector in H then the following are equivalent
statements

(i) X is an eigenvector of TOT with Eigen value IITI12
that

is, T*Tx = IITI12x
(ii) For any sequence a1' •.• , a of positive numbers

ti

Proof

If we replace T with T*T then we obtain the (i) if and only
if

is,

Corollary 7

Let x be a unit vector. Then any statement in theorem 2
implies the following;
Any statement in theorem 4
T satisfy the Daugavet equation, that is,

1+IITII = Ilu + T)xll·
T and T* satisfy the generalized Daugavet

equation 11(1 + T + T*II = ~+ 211TII·
I

T and T*T satisfy! the generalized Daugavet

equation 11(1 + T + TOTII = 1+ liT II+ IITI12
.

T is a normaloid operator, that is, r(T) = IITII.
X is a norm attaining vector forl+T, that

is, III +TII = 11(1+ T)xll·
X is a norm attaining vector for 1+T+ T* , that is,

III +T +T*II = 11(1 + T +T*)xll·
X is a norm attaining vector for I + T +T*T , that

is, III+ T +T*TII = II(I+ T + T"T)xll



Proof,

As in l.in with Theorem 1 and 2 now replaced with 3 and
4
We now consider further results when the operator T is
both self ad joint and compact. In this case the operator
has a norm attaining vector as shown by Shilov

Theorem 8

If T is a compact self ad joint operator then IITnl1= w
(Tn) (w (T))n IITlln

Proof

Since T is self ad joint Tn is also self ad joint and so the
first equality follows from corollary

2. Also, if x is the norm attaining vector for T we have;

Fnx;x) = (Tn-'x;Tx) = IITII (Tn-,x;x) = IITIICTn
-

x;Tx) = IITI12CTn-2x;x) =IITlln =(w(T))".

But we have w (T) ~ (T'x.xj.Consecuently w(Tn) ~
(w(T))n.
For the reverse inequality we note that w (Tn) = IITnl1S;
IITII" = (w(T))ncorollary 9
If T is a compact self adjoint operator then

Proof

The first equality follows from the fact that the sum of self
ad joint operators is also self ad joint. The second follows
from properties of norm attaining operators. A compact self-
ad joint operator therefore satisfies a generalized Daugavet
equation (Lin, 2002).

Conclusion

The main result here is that if an operator satisfies a
Daugavet condition then it also satisfies a generalized
Daugavet condition with nonnegative scalars that is,II(~akTk )Xll = ~ ak liT Ilk .It would be of interest if this

result can be extended to an infinite sum.
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Where ak are non negative numbers.
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